
AN INCOMPLETE
CARTOGRAPHY

I N HIS ESSAY “Mapping Book of
Mormon Historicity Debates—Part II:

Perspectives from the Sociology of
Knowledge,” John-Charles Duffy invokes
Thomas Kuhn’s important book, The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions.  I want to
point out that while discussing paradigm
choices, Duffy confines his discussion of
Kuhn’s thought to only social construction
while Kuhn himself discusses other much
more important reasons for paradigm
choice. 

Kuhn talks about how a student follows
practical examples of scientific work and
from them “learns to see situations as like
each other.” In this vein, Duffy offers an ex-
ample to show us how Book of Mormon
scholarship works from a sociological per-
spective by telling about how literary theo-
rist Stanley Fish let some students think
that a list of linguists’ names was a poem to
interpret. The deluded students begin in-
venting evidence for reading the list as a
Christian allegory. Duffy invites us to
see Book of Mormon scholarship as a
like situation. 

In other words, Duffy sees the Book
of Mormon historicity debaters as a
group of people who use a compass
that points only in the direction they
think it should point, leading them
only to places they are already familiar
with.

But suppose Professor Fish had
asked his students whether the list of
names was a Shakespearian sonnet.
Any answer given could be shown to be
accurate or inaccurate based on a num-
ber of widely accepted contexts.

I believe that this new, resolvable sit-
uation is much more like the Book of
Mormon historicity debates. Does 1
Nephi 2:9–10 provide authentic exam-
ples of paired qasida?  Does the Book of
Mormon present Nineteenth Century
conversion narrative forms? These two
questions choose different interpretive
contexts to gain answers that can be ac-
cepted widely. But the question closer
to the heart of historicity debates is
“Which context best illuminates the
text?” The failure by Professor Fish’s
students to identify the correct context
leads to their misadventure of invent-

ing evidence. By applying the tools they
know, the students try to solve what has
been presented to them as a puzzle.

Suppose one of Professor Fish’s students
had suggested that the best context for the
names on the board is the syllabus from the
previous linguistics class. Now the students
face a choice. Which is the best context?
Are we looking at a poem or merely a list of
linguists’ names? What are the most signifi-
cant and relevant reasons for choosing one
paradigm over the other? Kuhn offers a few
principles that can help.

For example, he says that one can test
the usefulness of a new paradigm by seeing
if it can solve the problems that led the old
paradigm into a crisis. Similarly, it’s a good
sign if a new paradigm’s formulation of cur-
rent knowledge “displays a quantitative
precision strikingly better than its older
competitor.” A useful new paradigm also
permits the prediction of phenomena that
had been entirely unsuspected while the
old one prevailed.

Most important is Kuhn’s principle that
the value of a new paradigm should be
based “less on past achievement than cur-
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rent promise.” Does the new paradigm
open horizons? Does it reveal new fertility
in a ground we had once thought barren?
In the words of scripture, does it open
space for pure intelligence to flow?

Collectively, these values provide a com-
pass. “[T]he resort to shared values, rather
than to shared rules governing individual
choice may be the community’s way of dis-
tributing risk and assuring the long-term
success of its enterprise.” 

Duffy argues that “we cannot arbitrate
between competing discourse communi-
ties’ claims about historicity from a position
that is not itself already embedded in prior
assumptions about what is plausible.” But
his argument depends on assumptions em-
bedded in his choice of examples. 

Consider Duffy’s second key example. In
Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose, a hus-
band and wife investigate and interpret an
ambiguous text fragment in mutually ex-
clusive but ultimately undecidable ways. In
the novel, each character “inevitably
found—or rather, invented—evidence to
support the reading to which he or she was
committed.” Duffy sees Book of Mormon
scholarship as a like situation, each com-
munity wrapped in self-referential meth-
ods, with certainty forever unattainable. 

I have tried to show that there are in-
deed principles that can provide us “not
only with a map, but also with some of the
directions for mapmaking.”  

To contrast my view of paradigms with
Duffy’s, I cite the parable of the sower. The
same words, according to Jesus, can pro-
duce vastly different yields, depending both
on the soil we plant them in and care and
nurture that we, as individuals, give them. 

KEVIN CHRISTENSEN
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania

perverse emotion, some deep-seated
prejudice or unexamined preconcep-
tion blinds him to the truth. The dis-
turbing prejudice which leads my
friend to wrong conclusions I readily
forgive because I understand it. It is a
minor error into which I myself, but
for the grace of some happy chance,
might have fallen.

At the moment, I am writing a book titled
Rustin Kaufman Explains the Gospel. When it
is published, the argument over the historic-
ity of the Book of Mormon will appear as
pablum.

RUSTIN KAUFMAN
Redwood City, California
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ENLIGHTENED FOR 
QUITE SOME TIME NOW

I am surprised that John-Charles Duffy did
not mention Emile Durkheim, the

founder of modern sociology, who held that
religion and morality originated in the collec-
tive mind of society. Another scholar,
Cornell’s Carl L. Becker, titled his first chap-
ter of The Heavenly City of the Eighteenth-
Century Philosophers, “Climates of Opinion,”
in which he begins by saying of a friend, 

Convinced against his will, he is of
the same opinion still; and I remem-
ber at last that his mind is, unfortu-
nately, not entirely open. Some

,
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